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Roundtable: Next Generation Mobility and it´s Impact on (Digital) Infrastructure Investment
Roundtable Host: Dr. Peter Leube, Bird&Bird
Moderator: Prof. Thomas Köhler
Time: 10:30-11:30 & 11:45-12:45

Room: London

Bird & Bird LLP is an international law firm which supports organizations being changed by technology or the
digital world. We combine exceptional legal expertise with deep industry knowledge and refreshingly creative
thinking, to help clients achieve their commercial goals. With over 1300 lawyers in 29 offices across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia-Pacific and North America, as well as close ties with firms in other parts of the world,
we're ready to help you wherever you are.
Dr. Peter Leube (Bird&Bird)
Dr. Hans Peter Leube, LL.M., is a partner of Bird & Bird’s international corporate group and co-heads the firm’s
global private equity practice. Peter has focused on M&A, takeover/capital markets law and private equity
transactions for almost 20 years. From 2008 to 2011, he joined the management of one of Germany’s biggest
cable TV providers and was responsible for the sale of various cable networks and the successful financial
restructuring of the companies. As a consequence, most of Peter’s clients are from the telecommunications,
media and infrastructure sectors or are investors with a comparable industry focus.

Objective:
E-Mobility and autonomous driving - next generation mobility concepts in essence are based on
an electrification and digitalization of (mostly urban) transportation networks. Their
implementation, however, depends on the fundamental availability of Digital Infrastructure:
5G network coverage, e-charging stations with standardized plugs, edge computing capacity
stored in micro data centers within the network clusters to enable zero-latency vehicle to vehicle
communication.
Format:
• Interactive workshop with max. 15 participants
• two 1h sessions
• The focus is the active participation and integration of the participants
• Chatham House rules apply for every Di² Summit Workshop
Content of the Roundtable:
1.
New Technologies and Trends requiring Digital Infrastructure
2.
Infrastructure Upgrade Requirements
a. Mobile connectivity (5G)
b. E-Charging and Management
c. Edge Data Processing
3.
Impact on Investments into (Digital) Infrastructure
4.
Obstacles and Opportunities from an legal/economic perspective

